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the Bialystok city district,
the Bialostocki rural district,
the Bielski district,
the Hajnowski district,
the Moniecki district,
the Siemiatycki district, and
ththe Sokolski district.

SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok conducts medical activities involving the provision of health 
services from the following areas: emergency medical services, specialized medical 
transport, night, weekends and public holiday care and health promotion. The Centre runs 
its medical activities under the contract with Podlaski Branch of the National Health Fund 
(NFZ), which is financed from the state budget, administered in this case by the Governor 
of the region of Podlasie (Podlaskie voivodeship).

Independent Public Health Care Institution - Regional Ambulance Station (SP ZOZ 
WSPR) in Bialystok provides medical health services for more than seven hundred 
thousand inhabitants of the podlaskie province (voivodeship) in eastern Poland, 
operating on the area of 7 districts:
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6 Urgent Care Local Centres (ZPD) including

Ambulatory Care Unit of internal medicine.
Paediatric Care Unit

Podlasie Regional Education Center for Emergency Medicine

ZPD in Bialystok - with sub-centre MBI,
ZPD in Bielsko Podlaskie with sub-centre MBP,
ZPD in Hajnowka with sub-centre MHA,
ZPD in Monki with sub-centre MMO,
ZPD in Siemiatycze with sub-centre MSI,
ZPD in Sokolka with sub-centre MSO;

(providing medical services on weekdays from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.18.00 to 8.00 in the 
morning, as well as 24 hour at weekends and public holidays, as a specialised night and 
public holiday health service).

(providing services in the field of training and courses, both for individuals and for 
companies or other health care entities, institutions and businesses).

SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok invests in the highly specialised fleet and in modern medical 
equipment. In addition, the company provides a wide range of medical transport services 
using specialized means of transportation and highly qualified medical staff.

SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok has at its disposal:
32 Medical Rescue Teams (ZRM), including:

13 specialised "S" and
19 basic "P".
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The existing system of radiotelephony corresponded to the organisational structures of 
the SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok: each district had its own radiotelephony network, access 
to which had only control room and emergency workers in a given district.

Up to the moment of extension, the telephone network of SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok 
depended on analogue and ISDN systems and dispatchers answered emergency calls with 
the use of worn telephones. The network covered only the Headquarter in Bialystok at 89 
Poleska street. In case of calling a chosen Urgent Care Centre in another district 
communication was possible only with the use of public telephone network, mobile or fixed 
ones.

Communication was provided with the use of simplex analogue mode, and in addition, in 
few districts, repeaters had been used on rare occasions and in few locations.

In order to improve coverage of single base stations, there were some radio over ISDN 
Gateways or over fixed lines.

Coverage of radio communication for means of medical transport was limited only to the 
Bialystok city district and to Bialystok rural district.

DDue to the age of the existing installations and the needs outnumbering the possible 
development, there were many places where communication problems and poor quality of 
connections occurred. This is why Medical Rescue Teams had to use the external mobile 
systems provided by the public mobile network operators.

Communication within Independent Public Health Care Centre - Regional 
Ambulance Station (SP ZOZ WSPR) in Bialystok between Urgent Care 
Centers (ZPD) and Medical Rescue Teams, before the modernisation, was 
possible only with the use of mobile telephony, fixed voice telephony or 
analogue radio reception.

Description of a "found" situation:

COMMUNICATION  SITUATION 
BEFORE MODERNISATION



The main aims of the project of modernisation of communication system
in the SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok were:

To improve communication between dispatcher and Medical Rescue Teams with the use
of modern and reliable means of communication, and

To centralise control rooms.

The main stages of project implementation:
Establishing LAN VPN network based on ordered Internet connections (for 
communication between control room and emergency staff), including:

     digital radio network,
     internal communication network based on VoIP, and
     command support system (CSS, a separate system implemented independently by the       
SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok).

IImproving radio network coverage (based on the radio over IP gateways and 
modernisation or replacement of existing repeaters and/or placing them in new 
locations).

Enhancing work conditions for medical service workers and centralisation of control 
rooms (by integrating all communication systems in use into one comprehensive, efficient 
and reliable arrangement).

EXTENSION OF COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM  AIMS3



Thanks to good cooperation with selected telecom providers, all necessary Internet 
connections were accomplished as planned and in accordance with the set out deadline. 
In addition, in order to comply with the certain degree of arbitrary of existing access 
technology, both fibre-optic cable and copper or radio connections were implemented. 
The last mentioned connections took advantage of existing masts of mobile telecom 
operators: POLKOMTEL and T-MOBILE.

SSome solutions required both extensive knowledge of the area and creativity. To 
guarantee a high quality of applied Internet connections in most cases the latest 
equipment of the most recognised brands such as CISCO and NEC was provided.

Project implementation required ordering and using Internet 
connections that apply to strict requirements, in 30 locations in 6 
districts. In the time of project implementation, many of the locations 
had only very limited availability of high-speed and stable 
telecommunication services which significantly hampered work.

IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS CONCERNING THE INTERNET CONNECTIONS
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These requirements were met by FortiNet FortiGate routers, the company which 
produces the reliable data transmitting equipment used by corporations, and intelligent 
services worldwide. For LAN networks, that should be compatible with ordered devices, a 
businesses line of products manufactured by D-link, including the managed switches, was 
chosen. The D-link managed switches were tested in the most demanding conditions.

Having designed, ordered and established Internet connections another 
step could proceed - LAN Network implementation. According to task 
specification, 5 independent LAN networks should be established 
(linked to the Centre of Network via one IP connection) and such 
network should be double encrypted by the means of IP-Sec tunnel.
Additional requirement stated the device to be chosen should have 
producers support and back-up links.

IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR LAN NETWORKS
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The project included integration of the found telephony infrastructure with the new 
one. Due to that, the existing Siemens PBX was extended and SIP Trunk type 
connections between Client's PBX and OpenRDS PBX were possible. Thanks to that 
solution both emergency workers and dispatchers could stay in touch using NOWATEL 
OpenRDS dispatch panel and VoIP CISCO telephones delivered by contractor.

IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR TELEPHONY
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Having completed the task of integrating infrastructure a new possibility arose - 
development of both PBX with the use of IVR system. At present all emergency calls 
are double registered - both on COMPOL II dedicated recorder supplied by NOWATEL 
and on OpenRDS server.



Modernisation of voice mode call system was one of the main points of 
the project in Independent Public Health Care Centre - Regional 
Ambulance Station (SP ZOZ WSPR) in Bialystok. Modernisation included 
extension, adaptation, and integration the existing public audio system 
into NOWATEL OpenRDS.

To meet these aims verified equipment of public audio (MONACOR) and Nowatel 
OpenRDS AudioBOX, that enables connecting dispatch panels to audio system, were 
used. Solution, depending on the configuration, is highly scalable and flexible, so 
creating advanced PA audio systems in many locations is possible.

IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS PA SYSTEM
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Digital radio net

IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR RADIO COMMUNICATION

In order to modernise and improve coverage of Clients' radio network - 
16 repeaters, MOTOROLA MOTOTRBO DR3000, accompanied by DPR 
(duplexers), connected in IP SITE CONNECT technology within LAN 
network.

Because of certain limitations of IP SITE connect systems all repeaters were located in 
certain districts, according to the Client's organisational division. In every district there are 
from 1 to 4 repeaters. Thanks to scaling, there is a possibility to add a repeaters both in 
receive only mode and in full range of functions, if need to improve coverage in a given 
district arises. Due to described solution in the system of digital communication 
simultaneous two-channel communication within one frequency and with the use of one 
repeater was possible. That leads to transport (radio) network enhancement. At the 
prpresent moment on the Regional Ambulance Station operating area, communication 
between the transportation teams does not interfere with communication between 
medical teams.
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IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR RADIO COMMUNICATION

At the time of project completion, the Client's actions to relocate the all control rooms 
from the regions to one central location in Bialystok were at the preliminary stage. 
Therefore all radios were configured to work in the current mode (with communication 
limited to one district), as well as in the target mode (communication between control 
room and any emergency team, in spite of the area a medical rescue team is operating on).

To provide effective communication between a control room and radio telephone 
network, controlled by dispatch panel, 12 radios over IP gateways - NOWATEL OpenRDS 
Radiobox (with the digital radio MOTOROLA DM4600) were placed in Urgent Care Local 
Centres (ZPD). This type of configuration ensured direct and independent communication 
with every district, also in case of difficulties in communication when other 
communication networks were used.
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Radio over IP gateways



IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR RADIO COMMUNICATION

To achieve this goal each mobile or base digital radio (in a ambulances or in substations 
where medical rescue teams are waiting for a call) was connected by accessory connector 
to Nowatel Open RDS PiBOX mounted next to it. Thanks to this solution the employees of 
SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok are capable of receiving text and call messages, and answer 
them in the same ways.

System of report retransmission

The project aimed at achieving functional and practical communication 
system. In particular it applied to cases when emergency workers 
(medical rescue teams) are not within the range of the digital radio 
network, where their portable digital radio is logged on.
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IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS FOR DISPATCH PANELS

All modernised communication systems of SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok were integrated with 
the use of Nowatel Open RDS dispatch panel that consists of Computer All-In-One Dell 
Inspiration One 2350 with the Nowatel OpenRDS Panel software based on LINUX 
operating system.

All components were configured in order to improve dispatcher's efficiency.
Components of the unit are:

A telephone (Configurations)

Events (including recent occurrences)

Defined Recipients

Speed Dialling (Teams)

Retransmission

Audiobox System

TText Messages

Calls Recorder Nowatel OpenRDS system

Calls Recorder COMPOL II

Internet Browser

List of Radio Stations

Virtual radio panels

Dispatch panel settings
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COMMUNICATION  SITUATION
AFTER MODERNISATION
Thanks to implementation of described solutions a full integration of all 
means of communication used by SP ZOZ WSPR in Bialystok was 
achieved, including communication between a dispatcher and 
emergency workers performed by one device. A control room is now 
able to communicate via dispatch panel with medical rescue teams using 
variety of technologies.:

Voice calls - radio network,

Texting - reports system (and retransmission)

Voice calls - over public audio system (only in Bialystok)

Voice calls - local VoIP network

Voice calls - local PBX ISDN/analogue network (only in Bialystok)

Voice calls - public telephone network

TTexting - text messages on emergency worker's mobile phone.
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COMMUNICATION  SITUATION
AFTER MODERNISATION

Presently, a dispatcher using only one dispatch panel, is able to handle also incoming 
emergency calls. Thanks to fixing all technologies into one device, a dispatcher can 
coordinate all rescue teams in a more efficient way.

Applied compact solutions (where all communication systems are now in one, All-In-One 
computer) made it possible to place more workers handling emergency calls in a single 
location. It refers to a control room of Independent Public Health Care Institution of 
Regional Ambulance Station (SP ZOZ WSPR) in Bialystok and a control room of Provincial 
Emergency Centre.

Implementation of radio network significantly improved quality of Client's radio 
communication. An extended network of 16 digital radio repeaters operating in a digital 
mode and 12 radio over IP gateways was successful in bringing communication between a 
dispatcher and emergency workers to an effective level, which was essential for the 
Client.



PROJECT
SUMMARY
The project of "Adaptation and extension of communication and radio system for 
medical emergencies operating on area of Independent Public Health Care Institution 
of Regional Ambulance Station (SP ZOZ WSPR) in Bialystok" was delivered by NOWATEL 
Company (NOWATEL Sp. z o.o.). It was a unique challenge, which required combining 
various elements (at varying levels of technological development) into one compatible 
and reliable solution, improving exceptionally demanding job of dispatchers and 
emergency workers of Regional Ambulance Station, operating on the area of podlaskie 
prprovince (voivodeship) in eastern Poland, often in a severe conditions.

Project implementation, because of various technologies, required expert knowledge of 
the know-how and a lot of practical experience in design, installing and functioning of 
many communication systems, such as Ethernet, IP, IPSec, radio links, VDSL, SIP, ISDN, 
DMR (with extensions MotoTRBO) and Public Audio PA systems.

Professionals from NOWATEL managed to face the challenge and successfully 
completed the task gaining mutual recognition from the Client - Independent Public 
Health Care Institution of Regional Ambulance Station (SP ZOZ WSPR) in Bialystok 
management.
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